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addicted to unhappiness yourself from
Depression and anxiety are horrible, sneaky pests that can hang around indefinitely, to dull senses, tug at
happiness, keep purpose at arms length, prevent you from wanting to get up in the morning or

dr. barbara rexer, dsw, executive director of advanced health & education, shares 5 tips to recognize
early signs of depression
Brothers Ryan and Rory Van Tuinen are closer today than they've ever been before. Seeing one's sibling almost
die repeatedly forges a powerful fraternal

how to be a friend to someone suffering from depression during self-isolation
Burnout can make you feel one dimensional; be sure to do things you want to do, not just more things you should
do. We’ve all had days—or more than a year (a la 2020 and 2021)—when we feel like a

some vermonters turn to ayahuasca as a 'last resort' to heal their bodies and minds
Owing to the pandemic, many countries including India have implemented various social distancing measures.
This has been causing a lot of disruptions to people’s daily routines, as most are r

psychology today
If you or someone you love is feeling shame, tackle this unhappiness trigger as soon as possible. Self-compassion
is the key.

covid-19: 7 ways to protect, boost your mental health
Psychiatrists believe that people staying at home for days together with Covid trauma and without keeping
themselves busy can have repercussions on their mental health.

practice self-compassion to overcome self-destructive shame
Interviewing the Rolling Stones guitarist reminded me how important it is to look after yourself and to be honest
about what is holding you back

why you should keep yourself busy during lockdown
From AI therapists to platforms that let you video-chat with a professional counsellor, these are the best apps to
add to your mental health toolkit

emotional rescue – what ronnie wood taught me about self-care
Metro.co.uk will shine the spotlight on a range of mental health issues, told by a diverse range of voices. We’ve
invited eight well-known mental health advocates to take over our site, all of whom

mental health awareness week: best therapy apps for managing your mental health at home
Susan Stevens will graduate from the Wake Forest School of Medicine this month, after studying the complicated
grief from addiction and overdose.

your most googled questions on mental health, answered
COLUMN: Here are some answers from teenagers, ages 12-18, who have experienced serious problems with drug
use and addiction.

'what could be more traumatic than a mother losing her child?' | winston-salem woman who lost
daughter to overdose seeks to help others with grief
Shopping has never been easier. In a matter of moments, you can log onto your favorite online store, select a few
items, and hit the checkout button. In a day or so, your package will arrive at your

how do you define addiction?
The American Psychological Association shows that Millennials were diagnosed with depression and anxiety at a
higher percentage than any previous generation.
millennials diagnosed with anxiety more than any other generation, according to recent data
“Technology can become normalised or habitual or habit-forming, and giving yourself a break s a growing body of
research that shows links between tech addiction and symptoms of stress, depression
digital dilemma: are you addicted to your smartphone?
May is Mental Health Awareness Month, and the goal of this column is to share information and resources on this
important and timely topic. If the following can help at least one person find help, it
it's your health: resources to help those with mental health issues
In recognition of Mental Health Awareness Month, Advanced Health & Education has shared 5 ways that New
Jersey residents can spot early signs of depression, a disorder that affects more than 57,000
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7 steps to kick the quarantine online shopping habit
Drinking is on the rise across the nation due to the pandemic. Alcohol consumption among adults increased by
14% from 2019 to 2020 according to a recent study published in
'there was nothing else to do': alcohol use and sales on the rise in virginia during the pandemic,
especially among women
Susan Stevens will graduate from the Wake Forest School of Medicine this month, after studying the complicated
grief from addiction and overdose.
winston-salem woman who lost daughter to overdose seeks to help others with grief
Selena Gomez recently announced her next project and it is related to her personal journey on a deep level! The
28-year-old singer and actress is reportedly going to star in a new psychological
selena gomez to essay role of influencer who is addicted to social media in new film spiral produced by
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drake
We take a look at the dangers of credit cards, temptation to overspend and the potential pitfalls that come with
maxing out plastic money.
don’t be crippled by credit – on the money with jarryd neves
Any individual in a leadership role always has an immense amount of responsibility and pressure on them. Making
million or even billion-pound decisions, working long hours and managing employees
how to identify and tackle mental health problems in executives
According to Deadline, the singer has been cast in a psychological thriller centring on “a former social media
influencer whose addiction to social media it can feel to face anxiety and depression
selena gomez to star in psychological thriller 'spiral,' drake to produce
Screen addiction can also contribute to physical issues, including chronic headaches, eye strain, and posture
problems. "The body has to contort itself into all sorts of pretzels," said Nancy Colier,
5 tips for overcoming your pandemic screen addiction
When relationships inevitably did disintegrate pre-social media, they were more easily forgettable. Now, even if
someone is no longer in my life, they are still just a few clicks away.
social media forces us to relive our relationships over and over
Selena Gomez has had quite the busy Thursday, with a new movie being announced while also launching a mental
health initiative.
selena gomez signs on to star in new psychological thriller spiral
But now, under the guise of his award-winning solo project Fast Trains, Tom has played there again – to an
entirely empty venue – to mark the release of his new EP, ourWorld: Volume 1. With just a
live from an empty wedgewood rooms for fast trains new ep launch
Here's our ultimate list of the best (and free) podcasts you need to listen to, as compiled by Cosmopolitan's very
own podcast-junkies. The first series follows the true story of the murder of student
61 of the best free podcasts you need to listen to this year
IN our pursuit of happiness, we’ve become scared of ever feeling sad. Yet it could hugely improve our lives, says
writer and author Helen Russell. “Hope you’re OK!”, the message pinged up on my
improve your life by learning how to cope with feeling sad with these tips
During the first three months of 2021, the Regina Police Service said there has been 39 apparent overdose
deaths, compared to 12 deaths in the same time period last year.
'all i want is some help': advocates say more solutions are needed as drug overdoses in regina continue
to soar
In her new show, the broadcaster is on a mission to make sure her fellow midlifers are listened to when it comes
to the menopause and HRT
davina mccall: how i got my sex life back in my 50s
Diets don’t have to be complicated. It is all about right nutrition in the right amount at the right time, write Sapna
Puri & Arpana Mehra, as they share tips to staying healthy with proper diet and
the simple guide to good health
As the child of one of the most famous men on the planet, model, actor and now musician Paris Jackson could have
become a celebrity brat. Instead, she’s a chilled bohemian with her own musical
my love for my dad, my battle with addiction and growing up in neverland — paris jackson laid bare
If college is supposed to be the best time of our lives, why areso many students unhappy? What causes a welladjusted andacademically successful high school
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what to do when college is not the best time of your life
Right now, at the touch of a screen, 675,000 people could open up Instagram and be greeted with a shared
experience: a photo of Caroline Calloway wiping away a tear, a wry smile on her lips. Covid
caroline calloway: being an influencer as the world fell apart
Behavioral problems in early childhood are associated with a pregnant woman's exposure to tobacco smoke and
pollution from road traffic.
childhood behavioral problems linked to maternal smoking
At the funeral for his son, entrepreneur Joe Kenney committed to helping others who may be contemplating
suicide. He now funds Here Tomorrow.
at son's funeral, jacksonville father vows to start suicide-prevention group
It’s not always clear what sort of mental health care is the right care. What can you expect from different levels of
care, and where can you find it?
navigating a confusing and complex mental health system: a guide to care
As therapists become more prevalent on TikTok, the world of therapy and getting help from home is changing
rapidly.
therapists on tiktok are here to stay—and want to help
Netflix is stacked with incredible TV shows. This list should help you find the best (and skip the duds). Netflix is
keeping us well fed, consistently serving up original shows like it knows we'll lap
58 of the best tv shows to stream on netflix
Suzanne Bartlett’s approach to getting through this third wave and latest lockdown is to try and take a “one day
at a time” approach. Some days, the Tantallon area resident feels energized and finds
calls to mental health crisis lines increase with each wave of the pandemic
Netflix is stacked with incredible TV shows. This list should help you find the best (and skip the duds). Netflix is
keeping us well fed, consistently serving up original shows like it knows we'll lap
the 58 best tv shows to binge-watch on netflix
Pandemic panic has made the real-estate frenzy worse, and if you’re not careful, you’ll fall prey to your own fear
of missing out
canada’s housing market is hurting your brain, but you don’t have to lose your head over it
On the day of his son's funeral, Joe Kenney vowed to take action. And in January he helped open doors in Neptune
Beach for a nonprofit called Here Tomorrow.
at son’s funeral, dad vows to start suicide-prevention group: ‘my son and i failed in trying to save his
life’
Since the coronavirus pandemic swept across the globe, Alma Martinez has been tossed between the extremes of
tempest and doldrums. Her mother lost her job, so Martinez found work as a Starbucks
‘i forgot what normal is’ — how students are dealing with depression, anxiety, a lost year
One wall of Joe Kenney’s condo overlooking the St. Johns River downtown is covered with photos of his son, Gary,
many from the fishing trips father and son used to take together. The photos are a way,
at son’s funeral, dad vows to start suicide-prevention group
Police are encountering more mental health calls. PENNSYLVANIA-Pennsylvania State Police responded to a call
about a possibly suicidal person standing on a Route 80 overpass in Bartonsville on Dec. 30
mental health calls are common for police in the poconos. is there a better way to respond?
But, science has buckled up and provided several shreds of evidence on how natural herbs like Kratom can be
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beneficial for our health. Yes, ageing gracefully might just be possible. If you are someone
best kratom vendors: top verified brands to buy kratom online
Kara Henderson, 34, who is from California but lives in North Carolina, began struggling with her weight when
she was a child.

losing 100lbs - as she reveals trolls now accuse her of being too skinny
It’s absolutely heavy, absolutely horrifying,” she says. “He was a strong man until he could no longer be strong
anymore.”

obese woman who spent years being bullied for her weight proudly flaunts her trim new figure after
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